Thursday, October 26, may, therefore, in time to come be looked back upon as the beginning of a very important and beneficent work. As will readily be imagined, the scheme has not been hastily adopted. It matured a year ago, and the fullest possible consideration has been given to all the details. There is a strong committee, but as the means are provided exclusively by Mrs. Lewis-Hill, and her desire is only to benefit a class which is not systematically assisted by charities, no names will be published.
While the primary object is to enable the sick poor of the middle classes to enjoy the advantages of trained nursing, it is hoped that the establishment of Ada Lewis Nurses' Institutes will tend to re- lieve the congestion of the hospitals for the benefit of the general practitioner. The nurses will be employed only at the instance of the medical men consulted by the patients. They will be experienced district work, will, of course, reside in the institute,.
and will not take any meals in the homes of the patients. The boon which the organisation is likely ? to prove may be judged by the fact that the maximum fee of ten shillings per week covers^ attendance at an operation, which includes preparing the patient and the room, assisting the.'-surgeons, and clearing away afterwards. The fee is, therefore, almost nominal, and, as no donations from any source will be accepted, the cost to the generous originator will, in any event, be substantial.
She will doubtless feel amply rewarded if her, meritorious attempt to help those, whose poverty is; all the more grievous to bear because it is xtott, paraded, is sufficiently appreciated to justify thej inception of more institutes in different parts of tha metropolis.
GUY'S NURSES AT KANDV,
The matron of Guy's Hospital has received from * the hon. secretary of the Colonial Nursing Association a letter, from which the following is an extract: "The principal medical officer writes:; ' It is an imposing building, consisting of five stories, the interior being most artistically decorated and arranged.
On the ground floor there is a charming receiving-room for the nurses' friends, the walls being panelled half-way in dark oak, finished above in a pretty shade of red paper. The sitting-room is large and most luxurious. At one end, through an alcove supported by two oak pillars, is the writing-room. The walls are distempered white, and also set in oak panels. There are a number of large crescentshaped lattice windows in the room, and the three large fireplaces are most quaint and beautifully designed. The floor is of polished boards, and the whole has the effect and atmosphere of a room in an ancient country house. Duncan.
